Almaz by Momo’
Dubai

Design elements from across the world

The Stylish SUPERSYSTEM units look like fireflies glancing out of a tree.

“The SUPERSYSTEM spots represent little “fireflies” glancing out
of the tree ceiling and delicately looking down to the tables. For
me the choice of using SUPERSYSTEM was natural, as it is the
smallest on most powerful spot in the world with an excellent
lighting quality.”

Alain Pin from Light & Day, Clichy | FR

Almaz by Momo’, Dubai | UAE
Architect: Annabel Karim Kassar
Lighting Design: Alain Pin from Light & Day, Clichy | FR
Lighting Solution: SUPERSYSTEM spotlight, CLEAN clean-room
luminaire, MICROS LED downlight, PANOS infinity LED downlight,
LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL Lighting management system

Almaz by Momo’, the stylish and contemporary North African
restaurant, has just opened its third location in the United Arab
Emirates at The Beach venue in the Jumeirah Beach Residence
(JBR). Almaz by Momo’ boasts a menu that incorporates influences
from the North Africa and Levant regions, along with selected
Mediterranean dishes.
The décor blends perfectly with the environment, using lightcoloured wood and materials in shades that complement the
striking combination of sun, sky and sea. The restaurant includes
elements from all over the world. The essence of bespoke nostalgia
is primarily shaped by the distinctive collection of furniture pieces,
including wicker chairs and a series of sofas upholstered in rich
fabrics. The addition of rustic artefacts and custom-made psychedelic tiles help guarantee an atmosphere that is truly unique.
For the owner of the restaurant, the lighting solution was an integral
part of the overall concept. The solution had to provide just the right
ambience, helping diners relax and showcasing the extraordinary
range of furniture. Suspended SUPERSYSTEM spots meet these
requirements and offer complete flexibility, as they can be moved
around the track to suit changes in the interior layout. The minimalistic design of the compact luminaire integrates discretely with the
décor of the restaurant - without adding a potentially distracting
feature.
LUXMATE PROFESSIONAL ensures easy control of the lighting solution throughout the restaurant. CLEAN provides excellent lighting
in the kitchen, whilst PANOS infinity and MICROS deliver general
lighting in the back-of-house areas.

SUPERSYSTEM compliments the architectural framework of Almaz, creating a scenic environment.
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YEAR GUARANTEE

Top quality – with a five-year guarantee.
As a globally leading luminaire manufacturer,
Zumtobel provides a five year manufacturer's
guarantee on all Zumtobel branded products
subject to registration within 90 days from the
invoice date and in accordance with the terms
of guarantee at zumtobel.com/guarantee.
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